
Need to expand your 
DL05 or DL06?
Customize your DL05 or DL06 PLC to 
fit your application by adding option 
modules in the built-in slots. You can 
add these features without adding size. 
We offer the following option modules:                                      

 • Discrete I/O modules
 • High-resolution analog I/O modules
 • Ethernet communications modules
 • Data Communications module
 • High-Speed Counter module
 • DeviceNet Server module
 • Profibus Server module
 • CoProcessor module

Simple and inexpensive
The D0-01MC slides easily into the 
option module slot in any DL05 PLC 
to back up PLC programs and data for 
extended periods of time.
Battery-backed RAM
The memory cartridge makes programs 
portable from one DL05 PLC to another. 
The memory map is identical to the 
internal memory in the DL05 PLC, so no 
program changes are necessary. 
The on-board lithium battery lasts up 
to three years. If PLC power is lost and 
the battery is already dead, an on-board 
super capacitor backs up the memory 
four to seven  days, allowing time to 
insert a new battery.
Real-time clock
Access the year, month, day of the week, 
hour, minute and second for event 
scheduling or data logging applications.
Operation
The D0-01MC installs into any of the 
DL05 PLCs. The MC module backs up all 
ladder and data in CMOS RAM. 
The module’s V-memory maps one-for-
one to the PLC’s memory locations. If 
the memory cartridge is inserted in the 
option slot, it automatically becomes the 
source of the controlling program. 
You may choose to overwrite the PLC 
program, but it is not necessary. You can 
transfer the program from the PLC to 
the module, or from the module to the 
PLC, or you can operate directly from 
the memory cartridge. By removing the 
module, you return control to the PLC’s 
internal program. 

DL05 flash memory
The standard DL05 PLC uses non-volatile 
flash memory to back-up the user 
program. Program data (V-memory) 
is backed by a super capacitor. If you 
need longer retention of program 
data, we recommend the D0-01MC. 
We also recommend the D0-01MC for 
applications that require transferring 
programs without a programming device 
or that require a real-time clock.

DL05/06 Option Modules

Two pushbuttons on the face of the 
module initiate memory transfers. The 
pushbuttons are clearly marked to 
indicate the direction of the transfer, and 
an LED flashes to confirm the direction 
and success of the memory transfer.
A jumper enables/disables the write 
function in the D0-01MC. Write disable 
prevents overwriting of the module’s 
memory. Write enable allows overwriting 
of the module’s memory. 
An LED alerts you to a low battery 
condition. If the battery drops below 
2.5 V the “BATT” LED comes on, and 
an internal bit is set. You can use the 
internal bit to activate alarm functions or 
to execute an orderly shutdown. 
The date and time are easily set or 
accessed in the ladder logic program. 
Environmental specifications for the  
D0-01MC are the same as for the DL05 
PLCs.
Firmware Requirements
Requires DL05 firmware V5.40 or newer.
Older firmware will not recognize newer
D0-01MC models.

Memory 
Module

    D0-01MC     $81.00

DL05 (only) Memory Module
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Accessories

DL06 15-pin high density  
D-sub port adapter

D0-06ADPTR

Discrete and analog option 
module terminal blocks  

D0-ACC-4

DL06 replacement option module 
slot covers, DL06 top covers, and 

LCD slot cover 
D0-ACC-3

DL05 option module slot cover, 
I/O terminal block, and I/O 

terminal block cover 
D0-ACC-1

DL06 replacement terminal blocks, 
terminal block covers, terminal 

block labels and short bar 
D0-ACC-2

DL05, DL06 and Option Module Accessories
Part Number Description Price

D0-MC-BAT
Replacement battery for Do-more H2 and T1H 
series CPU modules, and D0-01MC optional 
memory cartridge for DL05 PLCs.

$3.00

D2-BAT-1 Replacement RAM retentive memory backup  
battery for the DL06. $6.50

F0-IOCON

DL05 or DL06 replacement terminal blocks, 
8-position, for the F0-04AD-1, F0-04AD-2, F0-
2AD2DA-2, F0-4AD2DA-1, F0-4AD2DA-2 and 
H0-CTRIO2 option modules (qty. 2).

$24.00

F0-IOCON-THM DL05 or DL06 thermocouple  option module 
replacement terminal block, quantity one. $23.00

D0-CBL

12ft. (3.66 m) RS-232C shielded networking 
cable without RTS connections for DL05 or 
DL06 RJ12 networking ports. Enables direct 
networking of two PLCs.

$47.50

D0-ACC-1
DL05 accessory pack includes one each of the 
I/O terminal block, I/O terminal block cover, and 
option slot cover.

$18.50

D0-ACC-2
DL06 replacement terminal blocks (qty. 2), 
terminal block covers (qty. 2), terminal block 
labels (qty. 2) and short bar (qty. 1).

$42.50

D0-ACC-3
DL06 replacement option module slot covers 
(qty. 4), DL06 top covers (qty. 4), and LCD slot 
cover.

$18.50

D0-ACC-4
DL05 or DL06 discrete I/O option module 
replacement terminal blocks, includes 
13-position (qty. 2) and 10-position (qty. 2).

$27.00

D0-06ADPTR
DL06 15-pin high density D-sub vertical 
adapter for DL06 Port 2 serial communications 
port.

$29.00

D2-FUSE-1 DL05 or DL06 F0-04TRS replacement fuse $16.00

ZL-CMA15 ZIPLink PLC communication adapter for 15-pin 
port $18.00

ZL-CMA15L
ZIPLink PLC communication adapter for 15-pin 
port with surge protection plus Power, Transmit, 
and Receive LED indicators

$55.00

ZL-CMA15

ZL-CMA15L

See the Wiring Solutions section in this 
catalog for more information.
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